
All Best Universal 
Absolutely Always

•All the Best to All and 
Anyone in any options 
Anywhere Anyway Always



New World Economic System
With unlimited personal bank 
account and general budget.

Best for The World in this time.

With unlimited money, the acceleration of 
automation will begin and the transition to 

the absence of money circulation due to 
unlimited money for everyone. The transition 

to the best standard of living for all at once 
will take place.



Automatization

There are already many technologies for the 
transition to performing almost all the work with 
technology.

Unlimt will make the transition to new automatical 
systems really possible. Free up time for any other 
activity. The standard of living and happiness will 
rise. By improving the quality of products produced 
by equipment independently. The best of the best 
products will be produced

 Level will be up in science and technologies.  



Abundance

Implementation of the Unlimited Economic 
System will contribute to abundance and 
prosperity in all spheres.

The fastest transition to the best level.



Perfect

Moving to the best in all options for everyone 
and everything will lead to a better and happier 
life.



Benefits for the environment

Manufacturing the finest items with superior 
quality and durability will move the overall level 
life for the better and less waste.
Also likely that more attention will be given to 
caring for the environment, and for this there will 
be all possible resources.



Care for everyone
Taking care of everyone. 
Protection of the rights and freedoms of everyone (Which can be 
in the Universe, the World).
Further, there will be a full transition to vegetarianism. (based on 
the rights and freedoms of everyone (all)).
Planet Earth now has human rights laws and animal rights laws 
in some countries.
With Unlimited Economy, it will become possible to implement a 
project with the construction of houses and feeders with a 
vegetarian type of food for all types of animals in their habitats 
or at a distance from human settlements. For their independent 
and prosperous life. 
People can easily take care of themselves with unlimited  
economy and automation.



Perfecting of consciousness

Improved consciousness make it 
possible                                to move to 
the best                               living with 
perfect                   technologies. Will 
make life peaceful, happy and safe.    



Super technology: electricity

A new way of working with the grid: teleporting electricity to receivers on equipment.
Benefits: Works wirelessly at any distance.
Electricity generators: magnetic, quantum and others, together with the transmission 
of electricity, teleportation will work even better.
Generators are better than other modern sources due to independence from wind and 
sun, safety (with a correctly tuned magnet that fits into the main field of the Planet, 
etc.), greater power and environmental friendliness.
Generation of electricity. Even better than generators. Devices can be create for 
everyone with teleportation transmission or individual at home and in each device. 
Complete creation: without using the resource (the entire resource is created). 
Creation. The device can be versatile and used to create anything.
Another way to transfer electricity wirelessly: like qee - wireless charging or wi-fi. For 
safe transmission in the room (the entire space will be filled), setting the power 
transmission to a safe clock frequency close to the natural for the Planet and man, 
with a difference of several units for the absence of "vampirism" from the receiver, or 
exactly the same, can help.
Also, for security purposes, the mechanism can have a filter: All the best Universally 
Absolutely Always and allow only such actions. With protection against substitution 
and reprogramming.



Unification into the World 
Commonwealth

Peace and Harmony
Beautyful World

Happy life
Perfect times


